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Dispute Resolution Digest 2014, the: The Tokiso Report on the State of Lab our Dispute 
Resolution in South Africa / Tokiso (Pty) Ltd 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
115pp.  
9781485106197 
$ 38.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216211 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Erasmus: Superior Court Practice  (Volume I) / D E van Loggerenberg 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
9781485108252  
$ 99.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216214  
(Erasmus Superior Court Practice is also included in Juta’s Civil 
Procedure Library, together with Jones & Buckle the Civil Practice 
Of the Magistrates’ Courts in South Africa) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Erasmus: Superior Court Practice (Volume II) / D E van Loggerenberg 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
9781485108269  
$ 110.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216274   
(Erasmus Superior Court Practice is also included in Juta’s Civil 
Procedure Library, together with Jones & Buckle the Civil Practice 
Of the Magistrates’ Courts in South Africa) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Erasmus: Superior Court Practice (Erasmus Superior Court Practice is also included in 
Juta’s Civil 
Procedure Library, together with Jones & Buckle the Civil Practice 
Of the Magistrates’ Courts in South Africa) (Volume III) / D E van Loggerenberg 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
9781485108016 
$ 93.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216276 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Legal Drafting: Civil Proceedings 2nd edition / P van Blerk 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
180pp. 
9781485106128 
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$ 55.00 
 
In 1998, the first edition of Legal Drafting: Civil Proceedings was written to bridge the gap 
between the academic study of law and its practical application insofar as the preparation of 
court documents is concerned. Drawing on his experience in coaching pupils at the Bar, the 
author explains elementary matters and poses useful reminders to more experienced 
practitioners. The second edition of Legal Drafting: Civil Proceedings has been updated to 
address changes in the law. It now includes a section on the preparation of documents for 
arbitrations as well as an extended chapter on the all-important task of preparing heads of 
argument. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216212 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Superior Courts Act 10 of 2013 and the Magistrates’ Courts 
Act 32 of 1944 and Rules / Juta’s Statutes Editors 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
634pp. 
9781485106975 
$ 45.50 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216213 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Taxation of Legal Costs in South Africa / R Francis-Subbiah 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
492pp.  
9780702199974 
$ 65.50 
 
Taxation of Legal Costs in South Africa provides clear and practical guidance on taxation of 
costs, which will assist in determining reasonable costs in line with the existing legal 
system. Taxation is about the quantification of legal costs and therein lies the crux of any 
costs issue. The book explains how the process of taxation exercises control over costs 
that are legally recovered so that fees and costs are reasonable. Taxation of Legal Costs in 
South Africa identifies the key aspects of costs and all aspects of taxation. It records and 
integrates the practices, rules, tariffs and judgments of court to provide a practical resource. 
The discretion that is applied in taxing bills of costs and the principles relied upon in 
reviewing taxations are discussed extensively. The book analyses maximum tariffs that 
legal practitioners may charge, which have a significant impact on both the public and the 
legal profession. The author also offers practical suggestions for solutions to challenges 
that arise in practice. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=164508 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Corporate Governance in South Africa: With International Comparisons / T Wiese 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
254pp. 
9781485107095 
$ 70.00 
 
Corporate governance in South Africa addresses the changes in the corporate governance 
landscape in South Africa brought about by the Companies Act 71 of 2008 and the King 
Report on Governance for South Africa (King III), both of which have increased the 
corporate governance responsibilities of boards of directors in South Africa. Since South 
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African companies are becoming increasingly internationalised, the book also places the 
South African corporate governance framework in an international context. Corporate 
governance in South Africa covers the following areas: the corporate governance 
framework in South Africa, a comparison with various international corporate governance 
frameworks, and contemporary governance issues. The book also offers a corporate 
governance implementation guide. Examples of failed corporate governance practices, both 
local and international, are provided throughout the book, seeking to illustrate the 
importance of effective corporate governance practices by companies. Contents include: 
Table of cases; The South African regulatory framework; Comparing corporate governance 
frameworks; The role of shareholders in corporate governance; The role of the board of 
directors in corporate governance; Individual directors and corporate governance; The 
duties and liabilities of directors; Reporting, auditors and risk management; Corporate 
social responsibility. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=177851 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
General Principles of Commercial Law Algemene Beginsels van Kommersiële Reg / H 
Schulze, R Kelbrick 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
608pp. 
9781485106296 
$ 58.00 
 
General Principles of Commercial Law and Algemene Beginsels van Kommersiele Reg 
provide non-law students with a succinct exposition of the general principles of commercial 
law. The books contain a wide selection of topics influenced by registration requirements of 
the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors. The 8th edition is updated to include 
statutory and other developments in commercial law and includes: A revised chapter on 
credit agreements to reflect the effect of the National Credit Amendment Act 19 of 2014. A 
revised and expanded chapter on banking law, including a discussion of the 2012 version of 
the South African Code of Banking Practice. An expanded chapter on methods of payment 
which includes a discussion of selected modern types of electronic payment. A discussion 
on the application of the Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216216 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Perspectives on the Law of Partnerships in South Africa / J J Henning 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
336pp. 
9781485106401 
$ 58.00 
 
Perspectives on the Law of Partnership in South Africa examines the most problematic 
issues in the law of partnership. It investigates specific issues in the area of partnership law, 
painting a broader picture of all the other relevant areas involved. In following a 
'perspectives' approach - presenting a historical and a comparative perspective - the book 
offers a detailed consideration of complex areas of partnership law while at the same time 
exploring the law in general. Topics discussed range from the history and development of 
partnership law to perennial classical favourites such as the leonine partnership, the triple 
contract and universal partnership proper, all three of which contributed to the delineation of 
the partnership concept. Aspects of the law in general that are discussed in detail include: 
Legal status and its attendant entity and aggregate theories, representation and mutual 
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mandate, partnerships en commandite, anonymous, limited and limited liability 
partnerships, the removal of the limit on the number of partners, partnership sequestration, 
the dual priorities rule. Perspectives on the Law of Partnership in South Africa is offered as 
a scholarly book for the subject specialist with the expectation that it will also invigorate 
interest in and advance research on the law of partnership. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216218 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Journal of Comparative Law in Africa / Revue de Droit Compare en Afrique / S Mancuso 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
120pp.  
ISSN: 23116889 
$ 62.20 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216219 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
OHADA au service de l’économieet de l’entreprise Efficacité et compétitivité (1993–2013) 
Hommage aux doctrinaireset pionniers de l’OHADA  
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
400pp.  
Series Name: Comparative Law in Africa Series 
9781485107354 
$ 63.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216221 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Constitutional Court Review 5th edition / S Woolman 
South Africa: Juta 
500p.  
ISSN: 20736215 
$ 28.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216222 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Judiciary in South Africa / C Hoexter, M Olivier 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
470pp. 
9781485106258 (HB) 
$ 110.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=162558 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Judiciary in South Africa / C Hoexter, M Olivier 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
470pp. 
9781485101710(PB)  
$ 71.10 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216224 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Private Law and Human Rights / E Reid, D Visser (Editors) 
South Africa: UCT PRESS, 2014 
575pp.  
9781775820451 
$ 74.50 
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Scotland and South Africa are mixed jurisdictions, combining features of common law and 
civil law traditions. Over the last decade, a shared feature in both Scotland and South Africa 
has been a new and intense focus on human rights. In Scotland the European Convention 
on Human Rights now constitutes an important element in the foundation of all domestic 
law. Similarly, the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, adopted in 1996, has as its 
cornerstone a Bill of Rights that binds not only the legislature, the executive, the judiciary 
and all organs of state, but also private parties. Of course, the 'constitutional moments' from 
which these documents sprang were very different and the Scottish and South African 
experience in some aspects could not be more dissimilar. Yet in many respects the 
parallels are close and compelling. This book, written by experts from both jurisdictions, 
examines exactly how human-rights provisions influence private law, looking at all branches 
of the subject. Moreover, it gives a unique perspective by comparing the approach in these 
kindred legal systems, thus providing a benchmark for both. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=164628 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
McKenzie’s: Law of Building and Engineering Contracts and Arbitration 7th edition / H 
McKenzie; Revised & updated by P Ramsden 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
468pp.  
9781485106142 
$ 71.10 
 
McKenzie's law of building and engineering contracts and arbitration is an essential 
reference for those connected with the construction industry. It is the leading reference 
work dealing with South African contract law relating specifically to engineering and building 
contracts. This is the first book to explain the law applicable to the updated Joint Building 
Contracts Committee (JBCC) Principle Building Agreement (6th edition, 2014) and the 
Engineering General Conditions of Contract for Construction Works (2nd edition, 2010), 
which are both annexed to the book and extensively cross-referenced to assist the reader. 
The book also cross-references the relevant clauses of the FIDIC Contract Agreement 
(1999). Disputes arising out of building contracts are often referred to arbitration for 
solution. This work therefore deals with the effect of the Arbitration Act 42 of 1965 and the 
Association of Arbitrators Standard Procedure Rules, which are also reproduced as 
annexures in the book. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216225 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Advertising Law: A Guide to the Code of Advertising Practice / G Schimmel 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
175pp.  
Series Name: Legal Ease: Essence series 
9781485106722 
$ 34.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216226 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Commentary on the Consumer Protection Act / T Naudé, S Eiselen 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
1300pp. 
9781485101499 
$ 174.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216227 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Child off Enders in South African Criminal Justice: Concepts and Process / M G Karels, V 
Basdeo 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
205pp. Pb 
9781485106678 
$ 50.00 
 
Child Offenders in South African Criminal Justice: Concepts and Process explains the Child 
Justice Act 75 of 2008 for the various sectors involved in the administration of child justice 
in South Africa. The book presents the aims and objectives of the Act and then explains the 
difference between adversarial and inquisitorial criminal procedure, which is relevant to 
preliminary inquiries. The authors examine the role played in the child justice process by 
members of the South Africa Police Service, the National Prosecuting Authority, probation 
officers, and the court of preliminary inquiry, the child justice court and correctional 
services. Child offenders in South African Criminal Justice: Concepts and Process contains 
a CD with useful diagrams detailing various child justice processes and flow charts of the 
various stages of the proceedings. The Forms from the Regulations to the Child Justice Act 
75 of 2008 and National Instruction 2 of 2010 are provided for the reader as appendixes to 
the book. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216228 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Criminal Procedure Handbook Strafprosesreg Handboek 11th edition / J J Joubert (Editor) 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
540pp.  
9781485100614 
$ 66.00 
While aimed at students, Criminal Procedure Handbook is increasingly being relied on by 
legal practitioners as a first port of call.  
 
Available in English and Afrikaans, the revised and updated eleventh edition of this book 
introduces readers to the fundamental principles and values underlying this field of law and 
guides them systematically through the rules of procedure that apply in criminal cases. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=164488 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Principles of Criminal Law : 4th Edition / J M Burchell 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
1042pp.  
9781485107552 
$ 88.30 
 
The revised fourth edition of Principles of Criminal Law includes the following changes and 
improvements: •A reworked section on the principle of legality, reflecting the debate on the 
Constitutional Court judgment in Masiya;  
•A detailed analysis of the diversion of child offenders from the criminal justice system 
under the Child Justice Act of 2008;  
•A comprehensive examination of the implications of the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences 
and Related Matters) Amendment Act of 2007;  
•Discussions of important recent judgments, such as Tembani (causation); Humphreys 
(dolus eventualis); Mzwempi (common purpose); Teddy Bear Clinic (child sexual 
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experimentation); Eyssen, Dos Santos, De Vries (racketeering) and Prins (sentencing 
discretion);  
•Revised discussions of s 49 of the Criminal Procedure Act, the defences of consent and 
provocation, the elements of robbery, criminal defamation, corruption and the civil forfeiture 
of assets.  
•The chapter on pathological incapacity includes references to the Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders DSM-5 (2013). 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216229 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Quick Guide, the: Quantum conversion tables and medical diagrams / C Potgieter 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
270pp.  
9781485101406 
$ 39.50 
 
Part of the Quantum of Damages series, the Quick Guide provides researchers with a 
compact guide aimed at quickly and easily categorising injuries and determining 
comparative quantum awards handed down in both the courts and in selected arbitrations. 
The work features quantum conversion tables, each aimed at assisting the reader to fi nd 
comparative awards contained in all seven volumes of The Quantum of Damages in Bodily 
and Fatal Injury Cases. The Quick Guide includes references to cases contained in the 
latest revision service to Volume VI of the Quantum of Damages. Awards are listed by 
category of injury as well as alphabetically, allowing readers to research comparative cases 
in a variety of ways. All tables use a quick referencing system, pointing the user towards the 
volume and page of each case, providing quantum fi gures, updated annually. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=164605 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Legal Terminology / Regsterminologie Criminal Law, Procedure and Evidence / 
Straf-, Strafproses en Bewysreg  
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
662pp.  
9781485107163 
$ 72.20 
 
Legal language, or ‘legalese’ as it is sometimes called, is a language that many 
people find hard to understand. This s because some of the words and phrases that 
lawyers and there legal experts use do not form part of regular everyday 
communication. However, when these experts speak and write 
Using unfamiliar language it is often because they have to: ‘ordinary’  language 
cannot properly or accurately describe the often complex concepts and issues 
involved. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=210815 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Electricity Law in South Africa / a Keels 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
400pp.  
9781485106661 
$ 66.00 
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The South African electricity sector is changing. An increasing number of 
independent power producers are involved in the generation sector and a ‘hybrid 
power market’ has emerged. To respond to the ongoing electricity crisis and to 
enhance security of supply, the legal and regulatory framework must keep pace with 
recent developments in the electricity supply industry, address the challenges and 
attract investment in a stainable manner. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216230 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Environmental Law and Local Government in South Africa / A du Plessis 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
1200pp. 
9781485100508 
$ 139.00 
 
Environmental Law and Local Government in South Africa is the first work of its kind 
to extensively analyse South African environmental law and policy for local 
government. 
This novel collection of theoretical scholarship and real-life examples presents 
different features of the interface between local government and environmental law. 
Each chapter is accessible yet detailed enough to be useful. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216231 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Financial Management (8th edition) / C Correia, D Flynn 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
9781485102779 
$ 87.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216232 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Forensic Investigation: Legislative Principles and Scientific Practice / S Dintwe, R 
Zinn 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
9780702186479 
$ 88.30 
 
The field of forensic investigation has grown significantly in South Africa over the 
past few years. This growth in the field is mostly due to the fact that investigations 
are now also undertaken by private and corporate bodies, and by government 
institutions other than the South African Police Service. The field of investigation has 
moved from being the sole domain of the police to including other role-players. The 
Latest developments in the forensic investigation discipline are a result of the fact 
that forensic investigation is a continually evolving science. The new democratic 
dispensation also requires that all investigations must be conducted within the ambit 
of the Constitution. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216233 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Taking Effective Witness Statements = Afneem van Doeltreffende Getuieverklarings 
/ H Lochner 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
174pp.  
9781485101048 
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$ 37.00 
 
Witness statements play a vital role in all forms of criminal investigation, particularly 
crime scene investigation (CSI) and forensics. Legal practitioners on both sides – 
prosecution and defence – cannot hope to succeed at trial unless they have properly 
drafted and executed witness statements. The author of Taking Effective Witness 
Statements / Afneem van Doeltreffende Getuieverklarings provides in-depth 
coverage of every stage of the statement-taking process, from preparing the witness 
before a statement is taken, through observing the body language of the witness 
during the interview, to 
Compiling a post-interview report. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=166212 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
101 Questions and Answers About: The Protection of Personal Information Act / D 
Taylor, F Cronjé 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
216pp.  
9781485107606 
$ 27.00 
 
The Protection of Personal Information Act (POPI) has far reaching implications for 
organisations and individuals who must comply with it. Those impacted by this all-
encompassing Act will have many questions.  
This book lists 101 of these questions and provides possible answers. It also 
contains the full text of the Act for easy reference. The new legislation affects 
organisations and individuals in different ways and across a wide spectrum of roles, 
from CEO to junior IT staff.  
The marketing department of an organisation, for instance, may need to know more 
about the appropriate 
Processing of personal information for promotional purposes, while a multinational 
organisation may want to learn about how the Act relates to trans-border information 
flows. This user friendly book makes the legislation accessible to people from the 
vantage point of their interests. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216235 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2015 Compendium of Tax Legislation, Juta’s (Volume I & II)  
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
9781485107446 
$ 120.50 
 
The 2015 edition of Juta’s Compendium of Tax Legislation examines the 
amendments to South African tax law through a new lens. Appearing as a two-
volume publication, the Compendium 2015 pack comprises the following legislative 
material. Volume 1: The Income Tax Act, the Value-Added Tax Act,  
The Tax Administration Act and the Employment Tax Incentive Act again form part of 
Volume 1. In 2015 the Transfer Duty Act, the Estate Duty Act as well as the Case 
Digest, comprising tax cases from 2007 to 2014, are included in Volume 1. The 
Rates of Normal Tax and the Income Tax Monetary Thresholds and Rebates subject 
to Periodic Legislative Change are also included in this volume.  Volume 2:  
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Supplementary material to the Income Tax Act, the Value-Added Tax Act and the 
Tax Administration Act 
(Including Regulations, Interpretation Notes, Practice Notes and Binding General 
Rulings) are included in this volume. In addition, the editors have created a table of 
contents – arranged by section in the Act as well as numerically – in respect of each 
subdivision found in the volume. This will assist readers in their search for specifi c 
information. This volume also for the fi rst time, contains a list of relevant 
SARS Guides and other policy documents to facilitate further reading. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216236 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Corporate reporting (9th edition) / G K Everingham, S P Kana, Z Wadee 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
688pp.  
9780702188626 
$ 62.00 
 
The 9th edition of this comprehensive work, which has set the standard for quality 
financial reporting since 1986, reflects major changes since the 8th edition. It 
incorporates the numerous developments that have taken place in the content of 
financial reporting standards, the bedrock of reporting under 
The new Companies Act. All new and changed International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS) are incorporated in the book. Even more importantly, it caters for 
three further, fundamental developments:  The new standard for reporting by small 
and medium enterprises, IFRS for SMEs, which many companies will now be able to 
apply in preference to the more comprehensive IFRS  The recommendations of the 
King III report contained in an expanded section on corporate governance and 
including matters such as the remuneration report and report of the audit committee  
The emergence of integrated reporting as the new basis underlying preparation of 
annual reports globally and with particular needs to cater for the South African 
environment Corporate Reporting is a complete and essential aid for preparers of 
financial statements. The extension of the King III recommendations to all corporate 
and the recent issue of the new Companies Act present many challenges. This upto-
date 
Text with detailed specimen financial statements and illustrative reports meets these 
challenges and will make the task of preparers of financial statements 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=164473 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Practical Governance – Retirement Funds / D P Mahony 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
218pp.  
9781485106203 
$ 37.00 
 
Practical Governance: Retirement Funds aims to provide trustees of pension and 
retirement funds with a solid understanding of the business of retirement funds. 
When faced with thick law books and fi les of practice notes, many trustees are 
uncertain where to start in tackling the daunting task that lies ahead of them. This 
guide offers an easy-to-understand approach that breaks issues down in bite-sized 
chunks. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216238 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SAICA Companies Act 71 of 2008 and SAICA Regulations to the Companies Act 71 
of 2008 (2-volume pocket set) 2nd edition 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
9780702195112 
$ 33.30 
 
The 2nd edition of these pocket-sized titles are available as a 2-volume set, and also 
form part of the SAICA Guide to the Companies Act Launch Edition bundle. 
The SAICA Companies Act 71 of 2008 (2nd edition) includes updates and 
amendments up to and including 13 June 2014. The 2nd edition of the SAICA 
Regulations to the Companies Act 
71 of 2008 includes regulations issued since the 1st edition of the SAICA Companies 
Act pocket, published in August 2012, as well as Practice Notes and Guidance 
Notes, which were previously not included, updated JSE Listings Requirements and 
a new Guide on Section 90. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216239 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Refugee Law in South Africa / F Khan, T Schreier 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
320pp.  
9781485101239 
$ 80.00 
 
Refugee Law in South Africa outlines the existing law relating to refugees as 
reflected in South African legislation and its growing body of refugee law 
jurisprudence as at 2013, while also paying heed to relevant international law, which 
remains central to today’s regime of international refugee protection 
And international jurisprudence. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=162557 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Annual Labour Law Update 2014, Juta’s Includes CD / B Jordan, P Maseru mule 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
141pp. Pb 
9781485107088 
$ 39.00 
 
An essential and comprehensive review of labour and employment law 
developments for 2014. This workbook, a companion to Juta’s Annual Labour Law 
Seminar 2014, contains an authoritative survey and analysis of legal developments 
for the year under review. Up-to-date and practical, with emphasis 
On key cases, it is a handy reference for dealing with issues in the workplace, or 
litigating in the CCMA or the courts. The contents of this book are also available on 
CR-ROM in a fully searchable electronic format. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216242 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Collective Labour Law 2nd edition / J Grogan 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
475pp.  
9781485106852 
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$ 70.00 
 
Collective Labour Law deals with all the issues that arise in the relationship between 
organized labour and employers. Beginning with a description of the main players in 
the field – trade unions and employers’ organisations – the book undertakes a 
systematic exploration of the available bargaining 
Forums, the collective bargaining process, the conclusion of collective agreements, 
the legal requirements covering strikes and lockouts, and the consequences of 
unlawful industrial action. This edition has been revised and updated to incorporate 
the latest case law and amendments to the LRA, 
EEA and BCEA. Collective Labour Law forms part of a 4-volume series, and can 
where necessary be read with its companion volumes – Employment Rights, 
Dismissal and Labour Litigation and Dispute Resolution. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216243 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dismissal / J Grogan 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
714pp.  
9781485100850 
$ 130.00 
 
Dismissal is the most thorough and comprehensive work available on a problem that 
confronts employers, lawyers, judges and arbitrators every working day – when it is 
fair to terminate the relationship with employees, for whatever reason this regrettable 
step may be deemed necessary?  
This work deals with all the circumstances in which dismissals arise and are 
challenged – from dismissals for misconduct and incapacity, through retrenchments, 
automatically unfair dismissals, dismissals of protected and unprotected strikers, to 
the procedures required before such dismissals can lawfully be effected and 
challenged. Written in a clear and readable style, the exposition of each principle is 
illustrated with examples drawn from the case law. This second edition adds many 
judgments handed down since the first edition was published four years ago, and 
incorporates the 2014 amendments to labour legislation relevant to the topic.  
Dismissal forms part of a 4-volume series, and can where necessary be read with its 
companion volumes – Employment Rights, Collective Labour Law and Labour 
Litigation and Dispute Resolution. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=173229 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dispute Resolution Digest 2014, the: The Tokiso Report on the State of Labour 
Dispute Resolution in South Africa / Tokiso 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
115pp. Pb 
9781485106197 
$ 38.00 
 
The Dispute Resolution Digest has become a source of pertinent and authoritative 
commentary on dispute resolution and labour market issues, and should make 
essential reading for anyone involved in the SA labour industry. 
The issues debated in the 2014 Digest pick up on another eventful year in the labour 
market. They include the Labour Relations Act amendments (especially the position 
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of contract workers and labour brokers), the mutual impacts between the 
amendments and the political and shop floor continued in 2013 
Especially in the mining industry to the more legal technical issue of legal 
representation at the CCMA. While some of these issues have been assigned 
dedicated chapters, others are overarching and their cross-cutting nature justifies 
coverage across the entire publication. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216211 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Employment and the Law: A Practical Guide for the Workplace (3rd edition) / H 
Landis, L Grossett 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
580pp.  
9781485101734 
$ 59.40 
 
Employment and the Law: A Practical Guide for the Workplace is a comprehensive 
yet practical guide to the application of labour law in the workplace. The third edition 
provides a unique reference guide comprising relevant statutes, case summaries, 
principles established through cases and awards, recommended processes, 
blueprints and pro forma documentation, and guidelines, including 
Practice and procedure.  
Employment and the Law allows for quick and easy access to the information 
required to manage the employment relationship effectively. The book will prove 
useful in both preventing and resolving labour disputes. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=164532 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Employment Rights 2nd edition / J Grogan 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
480pp.  
9781485106869 
$ 65.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216246 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Labour Litigation and Dispute Resolution (2nd edition) / J Grogan 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
571pp. Pb 
9781485107002 
$ 82.00 
 
Labour Litigation and Dispute Resolution is a comprehensive exposition of practice 
and procedure in the various forums charged with the responsibility of resolving 
employment and labour disputes in South Africa. More than a practice manual, the 
book provides an overview of the nature, powers and 
Jurisdiction of the CCMA, bargaining councils and the Labour Court, expertly guiding 
the reader through the jurisdictional and procedural maze. The rules of the several 
forums are discussed, and there are useful tips for all role players in labour litigation, 
arbitration, and other forms of dispute resolution. 
There are also separate chapters on private arbitration and alternative dispute 
resolution. This edition has been revised and updated to incorporate the latest case 
law and amendments to the LRA, EEA and BCEA. 
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Labour Litigation and Dispute Resolution forms part of a 4-volume series, and can 
where necessary be read with its companion volumes – Employment Rights, 
Dismissal, Collective 
Labour Law and Labour Litigation and Dispute Resolution. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216248 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Social Media and Employment Law / M Potgieter 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
132pp.  
9781485106746 
$ 27.20 
 
Social Media and Employment Law thoroughly analyses the intersection between 
social media and workplace law. The rapid growth of social media has led to the 
development of legal issues that have not arisen in the workplace before. Judges, 
CCMA commissioners, human resource practitioners 
And lawyers now have to grapple with novel concepts and conundrums. Social 
Media and Employment Law provides real-life examples, useful templates and 
guidelines on social media in the workplace for HR practitioners. For employers and 
trade unionists, there are also clear guidelines and examples. For 
CCMA commissioners and bargaining council panellists, there is a wealth of case 
law, gathered from various jurisdictions and discussed simply and clearly, to guide 
them through this new territory. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216249 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Unfair Discrimination in the Workplace / D du Toit, M Potgieter 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
206pp.  
9780702198618 
$ 43.75 
 
Unfair Discrimination in the Workplace cogently explains the meaning of unfair 
discrimination and the law on harassment and medical, HIV and psychological 
testing. The book analyses employer liability for employee discrimination, dispute 
resolution, prevention of unfair discrimination, the legal defences to a claim of unfair 
discrimination, and gives examples of dispute resolution procedures. Each chapter 
sets 
Out the labour law, constitutional law and international codes for every topic covered 
in the book. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=164474 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Workplace Law 11th edition: (Also available with quarterly updates on CD-ROM and 
the Internet as part of Juta’s Labour Library) / J Grogan 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
590pp.  
9781485100928 
$ 75.00 
 
First published in 1996, Workplace Law has become one of the most widely used 
and frequently quoted text books on South African labour law. This 11th edition has 
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been revised and supplemented incorporate the latest case law, as well as the 2014 
amendments to labour legislation. Workplace Law provides a complete overview of 
issues that have arisen and are likely to arise on the shop floor, in court and in 
arbitration proceedings – from unfair labour practices, through employment equity, 
dismissal and 
Collective bargaining, to strikes. This updated, comprehensive and reliable work is a 
convenient and indispensable guide to a complex and fascinating area of law. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216251 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Legal Aid Guide 2014 (13th edition) / the Legal Aid South Africa 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
422pp.  
9781485106180 
$ 30.50 
 
The Legal Aid Guide sets out in detail the Legal Aid policy and procedures as well as 
the work of Legal Aid South Africa. It is written in plain language and aimed at legal 
practitioners representing legal aid clients, paralegals, unions and NGOs advising 
people in getting legal aid and individuals needing legal representation and 
assistance. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216252 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Legal Practice Act 28 of 2014 / Juta’s Statutes Editors 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
9781485107422 
$ 8.00 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216253 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Environmental Law and Local Government in South Africa / A du Plessis 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
1200pp.  
9781485100508 
$ 139.00 
 
Environmental Law and Local Government in South Africa is the first work of its kind 
to extensively analyse South African environmental law and policy for local 
government. 
This novel collection of theoretical scholarship and real-life examples presents 
different features of the interface between local government and environmental law. 
Each chapter is accessible yet detailed enough to be useful. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216231 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Municipal Management: Serving the People (2nd edition) / G van der Waldt, A Venter 
(Editor) 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
300pp.  
9780702197963 
$ 35.40 
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Municipal Management: Serving the People explores the multifaceted nature of 
municipal management in South Africa and focuses the reader’s attention on 
selected key strategic issues including local economic development, local 
democracy and disaster risk reduction. Written in easily understandable language, it 
provides a theoretical and practical overview of municipalities in the new 
dispensation and is an invaluable resource for political representatives, municipal 
officials and learners in the field. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216254 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Practitioner’s Guide to the Mental Health Care Act, A / A Landman, and W Landman 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
416pp.  
9781485106234 
$ 72.20 
 
A Practitioner’s Guide to the Mental Health Care Act explains how the South African 
mental health system functions for those who implement, administer and are affected 
by the Act The book outlines and explains how the Mental Health Care Act and its 
regulations are applied to or administered by assisted users, involuntary users, State 
patients, the intellectually disabled and mentally ill prisoners. A Practitioner’s Guide 
to the Mental Health Care Act provides ready access to the law on mental health 
care in the context of the Constitution, case law and international law. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216255 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Law of Divorce and Dissolution of Life Partnerships in South Africa / J Heaton 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
800pp.  
9781485107347 
$ 105.50 
 
The Law of Divorce and Dissolution of Life Partnerships in South Africa deals with 
every aspect of the law relating to civil unions and various types of marriages. 
Written by a team of subject experts, each chapter of this specialist work addresses 
a different topic and there are chapters on, among other subjects, the grounds for 
divorce, the fi nancial consequences of divorce, the use of alternative dispute 
resolution methods in divorce proceedings, and the impact of divorce on children. As 
well as dealing with those types of marriages that are fully recognised by South 
African law (civil marriages and customary marriages), the book also considers two 
types of religious marriages that are not afforded the same recognition: Hindu 
marriages and Muslim marriages. The dissolution of life partnerships also receives 
attention in the book since this form of intimate family relationship is a common 
feature in South Africa today. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216256 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Deeds Registries Act 47 of 1937, Sectional Titles Act 95 of 1986 & Regulations / 
Registrasie van Aktes Wet 47 van 1937, Wet op Deeltitels 95 van 1986 & Regulasies 
5th edition / Juta’s Statutes Editors 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
584pp.  
9781485106890 
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$ 39.00 
 
This book contains the Acts and regulations in one bilingual 
Volume. It refl ects the law as at 8 August 2014. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216257 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Land Reform: Juta’s Property Law Library / J M Pienaar 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
960pp.  
9781485101420 
$ 94.75 
 
Part of the Juta’s Property Law Library series, Land Reform offers comprehensive 
coverage of every aspect of land reform in South Africa. Recent developments in 
land reform, together with the policy and constitutional issues relating to this complex 
subject are explored, all within the context of South African property law. The book 
also provides an in-depth evaluation of the three sub-programmes forming part of the 
land reform agenda: land redistribution, land restitution, and land tenure reform, as 
well as relevant statutory and case law developments. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=166293 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Understanding Unemployment Insurance Law: Juta’s Pocket Companions / L G 
Mpedi 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
128pp.  
9781485106074 
$ 18.30 
 
Understanding Unemployment Insurance Law forms part of the Juta’s Pocket 
Companions series. Titles in this series explain key legislation in non-legalistic 
language, in an affordable accessible format. 
The book begins with a brief outline of the legislative history and then systematically 
explains the different pieces of legislation which provide protection to the 
unemployed. At the end of each chapter, key-points boxes provide the reader with 
concise summaries of the commentary and FAQs assist the reader by anticipating 
and answering potential questions. Understanding Unemployment Insurance Law 
deals with the scope of the insurance cover, the institutional framework, the duties 
and rights of contributors and employees, eligibility for benefits, dispute settlement 
and enforcement. Selected 
Unemployment insurance forms are included for easy reference. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216259 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2015 Compendium of Tax Legislation, Juta’s (Volume I & II) / Juta Law Editors 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
Pb. 2vols (set) 
9781485107446 
$ 120.50 
 
The 2015 edition of Juta’s Compendium of Tax Legislation examines the 
amendments to South African tax law through a new lens. Appearing as a two-
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volume publication, the Compendium 2015 pack comprises the following legislative 
material. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216236 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Income Tax Act 58 of 1962, Juta’s / Juta’s Law Editors 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
416pp. Pb 
9781485107835 
$ 53.00 
 
Contents 
Preface 
Income Tax Act 58 of 1962 
List of defi nitions 
List of Acts referred to in Income Tax Act 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216263 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
International Tax Law: Off shore Tax Avoidance in South Africa / A Oguttu 
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
822pp.  
9781485101215 
$ 88.30 
 
International Tax Law: Off shore Tax Avoidance in South Africa provides a 
comprehensive analysis of some of the off shore tax-avoidance schemes employed 
by South African residents. The book offers a detailed and logical explanation of 
difficult international tax concepts, and critically analyses the effectiveness of South 
African legislation in curbing off shore tax-avoidance schemes. South African 
legislative provisions are compared with similar provisions in the United Kingdom 
and the United States of America, and international case law and tax treaty 
implications are thoroughly discussed. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216264 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SAICA Tax Administration Act 28 of 2011 & Related Material 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
444pp.  
9781485107200 
$ 28.00 
 
The SAICA Tax Administration Act 28 of 2011 & Related Material, up-to-date as at 
13 June 2014, includes the Tax Administration Act 28 of 2011 and related material, 
and additional SAICA 
Material and guidelines in one useful pocket-sized book. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216267 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
South African Law of Succession and Trusts: The past meeting the present and 
thoughts for the future / M de Waal, M Paleker 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
300pp.  
9781485106487 
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$ 53.30 
 
South African Law of Succession and Trusts: The Past Meeting the Present and 
Thoughts for the Future comprises papers that were presented at a conference held 
in September 2012 at the University of Cape Town. The conference participants 
examined the considerable developments that have occurred in the areas of 
succession and trusts.  
The book contains an interesting array of contributions that deal with aspects of 
‘mainstream’ succession and trust law. In addition, in keeping with the constitutional 
recognition of African customary law and different systems of personal law, several 
contributions deal with the relevance of African customary law and religious law in 
contemporary South Africa, as well as with the harmonisation of divergent legal 
systems. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=166730 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Acta Juridica 2014 / M de Waal, M Paleker 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
300pp. Hb 
9781485106494 
$ 110.00 
 
Acta Juridica 2014 comprises a selection of papers that were presented at a 
conference held in September 2012 at the University of Cape Town. These papers 
examine the considerable developments that have occurred in the areas of 
succession and trusts, including aspects of ‘mainstream’ succession and trust law, 
the relevance of African customary law, religious law in contemporary South Africa 
and the Harmonisation of divergent legal systems. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=164369 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Index to the Namibian Law Reports (1990–2013) / Juta’s Law Reports Editors 
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
507pp.  
9781485101574 
$ 166.25 
 
This useful publication provides easy access to The Namibian Law Reports, saving 
hours in research time by advising the user whether cases have been overruled, 
distinguished or approved by later cases. The 
Subject index has been revised to reflect current trends in the law, with detailed 
cross-referencing, to 
Enable speedy and thorough location of cases on topic. 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=164393 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Deeds Registries Act 47 of 1937, Sectional Titles Act 95 of 1986 & Regulations / 
Registrasie van Aktes Wet 47 van 1937, Wet op Deeltitels 95 van 1986 & Regulasies  
South Africa: Juta, 2014 
584pp. Pb 
9781485106890 
$ 39.00 
This book contains the Acts and regulations in one bilingual 
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Volume. It refl ects the law as at 8 August 2014 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216257 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Income Tax Act 58 of 1962, Juta’s  
South Africa: Juta, 2015 
9781485107835 
$ 53.00 
 
Juta’s Income Tax Act 58 of 1962 (2015 edition) aims to add value to the text of the 
Income Tax Act 58 of 1962 (‘the IT Act’) by allowing the reader to look at the Act 
through a new lens. The IT Act has been updated to refl ect the law as at 1 January 
2015, which means that all amendments to that Act in 
Terms of the following three 2014 Bills have been incorporated in this edition:  Rates 
and Monetary Amounts and Amendment of Revenue Laws Bill 12 of 2014 (now Act 
42 of 2014) 
http://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=216263 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 


